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Jess Curtis/Gravity Inc. - Dances for Non-fictional Bodies

Application Number: 5368

Main Account Contact

Email Address info@jesscurtisgravity.org

First Name Julie

Last Name Phelps

Title Program Director

Phone (Day) 415-435-7549

Address 1 849 Divisadero Street  #4

City San Francisco

State California

Zip 94117

Organization Information

Name of Applicant
Organization

Jess Curtis/Gravity Inc.

Organizational Bio /
Mission

Jess Curtis/Gravity was founded in 2000 as a research and development
vehicle for very live performance. Gravity aspires to the creation of
exceptionally engaging body based art that explores and addresses issues
and ideas of substance and relevance to a broad popular public. In addition
to the creation of live performances Gravity also produces and facilitates
educational experiences for both professionals and lay people in movement
and performing arts.

Taxpayer ID 68-0575118

Year Org Founded 2000

Year Org became a
501c3

2004

Fiscal Year 2007 Income

Earned 88320.00

Contributed 154501.00

 Total $242,821.00

Fiscal Year 2007 Expenses

Production 230627.00

Administrative 8529.00

 Total $239,156.00
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Fiscal Year 2008 Income

Earned 68482.00

Contributed 124494.00

 Total $192,976.00

Fiscal Year 2008 Expenses

Production 163279.00

Administrative 28898.00

 Total $192,177.00

Budget Notes Budget decrease from 2007 to 2008 is due both to Gravity's normal
rhythm of 2 year production cycle for the creation of major works and the
completion in 2008 of major touring for our co-productions with Blueyed
Soul Dance Company -Levels of Perception- and -Catch-. 

High Contributed/Earned Income ratios reflect the substantial touring 
subsidies afforded these same British co-productions. 

Project Information

Project Title Dances for Non-fictional Bodies

Project Summary “Dances for Non-Fictional Bodies” will be a multi-component performance
project examining the role(s) of imagined societal ideals as a kind of
“fictional body” that disables individuals in terms of our ability to see
others, and be seen,as beautiful, empowered, and autonomous.  The work will
integrate a variety of disciplines: contemporary dance, live music, aerial
acrobatics, post-dramatic text actions, and movement-based performance to
examine physical difference (including disability) and embodied experience.
 The project will also place “dance” or body-based performance outside of
traditional theatrical venues including live art gallery installations and
free public space performances. 

Project Discipline Interdisciplinary

Project Description Jess Curtis/Gravity is seeking MAP Fund support for development and
presentation of “Dances for Non-Fictional Bodies,” which is scheduled to
premiere in the 2010/2011 season at Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, among
other venues/spaces.  

“Dances for Non-Fictional Bodies” will be a multi-component
performance-based project examining the role(s) of imagined societal ideals
as a kind of “fictional body” that disables individuals in terms of our
ability to see others, and be seen, as beautiful, empowered, and
autonomous.  This work connects several lines of Gravity’s recent work by:
integrating a variety of disciplines; using movement-based performance to
examine physical difference (including disability) and embodied experience;
and placing “dance” or body-based performance outside of traditional
theatrical venues.  Physically and conceptually the work will deconstruct
movement vocabulary and ideals of beauty based in socially imagined
perfections of form that rarely exist in actual bodies.  The work will
examine difference as a virtue in and of itself, finding the unique beauty
in the idiosyncrasy of each individual performer.  In the meetings between
performers we will highlight the synergistic and esthetic necessity of
difference, and thus implicitly propose that the audience re-consider their
own definitions and limitations of beauty and empowerment.  

Gravity will collaborate with performance artist Guillermo
Gómez-Peña, who will serve as dramaturge and provocateur to
the creative process, working closely with Artistic Director Jess Curtis
and Gravity’s international team of collaborators, Jörg Müller
(France), Dancer, Musician, and Object Manipulator; Claire Cunningham
(Scotland), Crutch Dancer, Aerialist, Vocalist and Disability Arts
Activist; and Maria Francesca Scaroni (Italy), Dancer, Writer, and 
Performer. Gravity anticipates adding at least one new member to the
ensemble to replace Kaz Langley and Ulrike Bodammer, who are on maternity
leave for this project. 

Like Gravity’s most recent work, “The Symmetry Project,” DNFB will have a
number of manifestations including a staged performance, gallery
installation(s), and several presentations in public spaces, allowing the
material to be witnessed through a variety of cultural filters.  The work
will be developed for presentation in 2010/2011 and be available for
touring from that point. 

Gravity is presently in conversations with Angela Mattox, Performing Arts

Curator at Yerba Buena Center for the Arts regarding possible presentations
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in the Forum (400 seats), or the YBCA Theater (757 seats), the YBCA
Galleries, and other public spaces at the center.  Ms. Mattox has said:
"YBCA is strongly interested in commissioning and presenting ‘Dances
for Non-Fictional Bodies’ as part of their 2010-2011 season." Other
prospective developmental and presenting partners include CounterPULSE,
Intersection for the Arts, UC Davis, and the San Francisco International
Arts Festival.  Gravity has also received strong interest in participation
from Dock 11 Theater in Berlin and is in continuing 
discussions with Fabrik (Potsdam) and Theatre de Cachan (Paris) as
co-producing partners.  As of this writing, Gravity has secured $75,000 in
funding toward the anticipated $289,000 cost of the creating and presenting
the work from the Choreographer Collaboration Awards program, sponsored by
the Wallace Alexander Gerbode Foundation and the William and Flora Hewlett
Foundation. 

Having established itself as an important presence in the culture of dance
in the San Francisco Bay Area and as a significant international producer
of interdisciplinary performance, it is important that Jess Curtis/Gravity
continue to develop and challenge itself by continually engaging with
internationally-acclaimed artists of  substance and significance. Guillermo
Gómez-Peña’s brings artistic vision and energy to this
project, as well as the immeasurable respect that he has earned in the
world of international performance, both in terms of critical
writing/thinking/teaching about performance theory and in terms of his
reputation with producers and presenters of contemporary performance.
Gravity is truly honored that Mr. Gómez-Peña has agreed to
participate in the development of this work.  In addition to the 
extraordinary artistic impact that his participation will certainly have on
the project, Gravity expects other vital and positive impacts, as well,
from fundraising to getting a hearing with producers and presenters.  Mr.
Gómez-Peña’s familiarity with the more gallery-based
experimental performance milieu is also quite beneficial at this point, as
Gravity seeks to diversify the contexts within which it presents work. This
project will be developed through a series of residencies in San Francisco,
at UC Davis, and at European sites (TBA) beginning in Winter 2009.  The
collaborators will conduct public master classes, open rehearsals, and
workshop performances open to the public in residency venues and other
community sites (such as schools) throughout the project period.  The final
rehearsal period will include free outdoor site-specific presentations;
community-based benefit performances; lec-dems by Jess Curtis, Gravity
members, and Gomez-Peña at sites such as UC Berkeley, SF School of
the Arts, Berkeley High School (all sites used for previous
projects);two-week gallery presentations (YBCA, Intersection for the Arts),
and open rehearsals.  The World Premiere (and subsequent performances at
home and on tour) will also include post-performance Q&A sessions.

Project Timeline CURRENT:  Conception and Planning 

FALL 2009: Developmental Residencies – Findhorn, Scotland (confirmed); 
Dock 11, Berlin (pending); Ponderosa Tanzland Festival, Stolzenhagen, 
Germany (confirmed); Fabrik, Potsdam, Germany (pending). 

WINTER 2010: Extended Rehearsal Residencies – CounterPULSE (pending); UC 
Davis (confirmed); workshop presentations with students and community. 

SUMMER 2010: European Rehearsal Residencies – (proposed/pending) Dock 11,

PACT Zollverein, Dublin Fringe Festival, Fabrik, DanceBase (Edinburgh), 
Tramway (Glasgow), Belfort (France). 

FALL 2010: Final San Francisco rehearsal period and premiere of work at 
YBCA.

WINTER 2011: National and international touring.

Premiere Month November

Premiere Year 2010

Artist / Ensemble Information

Ensemble #1

Last Name Jess Curtis/Gravity

Email julie@jesscurtisgravity.org
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Phone (Day) 415-435-7549

Address 1 849 Divisadero Street # 4

City San Francisco

State California

Zip 94117

Bio After 15 years of making dance in the Bay Area as an independent
choreographer, Jess Curtis founded Gravity in 2000 as a research and
development vehicle for very live performance.  Gravity aspires to the
creation of exceptionally engaging body-based art that explores and
addresses issues and ideas of substance and relevance to a broad popular
public.   Since its inception, Curtis and Gravity members – including
Matthias Herrmann, Maria Francesca Scaroni, Jörg Müller, and
Claire Cunningham – have created five full-length works and a number of
shorter pieces; collaborated with numerous theaters and co-producers in the
U.S. and Europe; and performed at home in San Francisco and on tour in over
50 cities in 14 countries.  Called "the kind of intelligent, evocative
dance-theatre … that delights you at the time of watching, then lingers on
to make you think afresh…" by Mary Brennan of the Glasgow Herald,
Gravity’s work has been recognized with several Isadora Duncan Dance
(IZZIE) Awards – the most prestigious honor offered for dance in the Bay
Area – most recently winning “Best Choreography,” “Best Company
Performance,” and sharing the award for “Best Music/Text/Sound,” for its
2007 production “Under the Radar.”  The company also received a prestigious
‘Fringe First’ award at the 2002 Edinburgh Fringe Festival.  This past
December, Gravity’s work “Symmetry Study #7” was included in three San
Francisco critics’ Top Ten lists for 2008.

In a season preview article last year, SF Weekly dance critic Bonner Odell
wrote:  “Many have wondered, since the days of the revolutionary postmodern
Judson Church movement in 1970’s New York, if there is any truly new ground
to be broken in the realm of dance and performance.  If there is, San
Francisco's Jess Curtis/Gravity may be holding the pickax.”  

Ensemble Statement Jess Curtis/Gravity’s work has often crossed boundaries – the formal
boundaries of interdisciplinary collaboration, the cultural boundaries of
taboos around the body and performance, and national boundaries where
international collaborations provoke cross cultural explorations of the
body’s meaning in contemporary life.  In “Dances for Non-Fictional Bodies”
we look forward to working with Guillermo Gomez-Peña as a
dramaturge/provocateur to further destabilize these borders in our own
minds and in the way those borders are seen, by audiences, professionals,
critics, and thought-leaders in the field.  

The intellect and passion in Guillermo’s critical writing about performance
and culture inspire and challenge us.  We have wanted for some time to
invite him into our process to elicit his perspective as a performance
artist and important international thinker about contemporary performance. 
We look forward to playing with his border-bashing mix of performance,
theory, magic, and charisma.

Proposing this project to Guillermo we propose a challenge to ourselves;
bringing our creative process into relation with a powerful, charismatic
force of contemporary performance.  In recent years production practices in
Europe and Latin America often utilize a dramaturge as an integral part of
producing inter-disciplinary choreographic work. We have talked with
Guillermo about his role as a kind of "hybrid"
dramaturge/provocateur, instigating and advising on preparatory
theoretical/critical research and exploration, working with us to create
rehearsal processes and experiments, challenging assumptions and
investigating the crossing of disciplinary, conceptual, cultural, and
presentational borders.  

We can’t wait to get started.

Sample #1

Media Type DVD

Title of Sample Under the Radar

Year Sample Created 2007

Description This video was recorded in March 2007 at CounterPULSE in San Francisco in
front of a live audience. This ten minute excerpt includes performances by
the ensemble members Claire Cunningham, Jess Curtis, Matthias Herrmann,
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Jörg Müller, and Maria Francesca Scaroni, all of whom will be
collaborating in the proposed project. Ulrike Bodammer and Kaz Langley are
also performing in this excerpt but will not be in the upcoming work.

Some of the interdisciplinary skills of Gravity performers are demonstrated
and our engagement with the performance of physical diversity.

The full length version  of Under the Radar is also on this DVD.

Chapter or Cue Point Select-Under the Radar Work Sample- in DVD menu

Artist #2

First Name Guillermo

Last Name Gomez-Peña

Email NAFTAZTC@aol.com

Phone (Day) 415-863-2441

Address 1 c/o Circuit Network

Address 2 2490 16th St.# 110

City San Francisco

State California

Zip 94103

Role(s) Dramaturge/Provocateur

(see Artist Statement)

Bio Performance artist/writer Guillermo Gómez-Peña resides in San
Francisco where he is artistic director of La Pocha Nostra. For twenty-five
years, Gómez-Peña has been exploring intercultural issues and
border culture with the use of mixed genres and experimental languages.
Continually developing multi-centric narratives and large-scale performance
projects from a border perspective, Gómez-Peña creates what
critics have termed "Chicano cyber-punk performances," and
"ethno-techno art." In his work, cultural borders have moved to
the center while the alleged mainstream is pushed to the margins and
treated as exotic and unfamiliar, placing the audience members in the
position of "foreigners" or "minorities." He mixes
experimental aesthetics and social reality, English and Spanish, Chicano
humor and activist politics to create a "total experience" for 
the viewer/reader/audience member. These strategies can be found in his
live performance work, his award-winning video art pieces, his
installations, his radio commentaries, and his eight books. 

Among numerous fellowships and prizes, Gómez-Peña was
recipient of the Prix de la Parole at the 1989 International Theatre
Festival of the Americas(Montreal),  the 1989 New York Bessie Award, and
the Los Angeles Music Center’s 1993 Viva Los Artistas Award.  In 1991,
Gómez-Peña became the first Chicano/Mexicano artist to
receive a MacArthur Fellowship.  In 1995, he was included in the UTNE
Reader’s "List of 100 Visionaries."  In 1997 he received the
American Book Award for his book New World Border.

Artist Statement In the past several years, through my work with my “ephemeral troupe” La 
Pocha Nostra, and projects with other artists such as James Luna, my
colleagues and I have become increasingly interested in performance as
radical pedagogy.  What do we mean by this?  We are interested in the
creation of a border zone in which multiple aesthetics, languages, ethnic
identities and gender possibilities can co-exist and collaborate with
respect for one another. 

This border zone is essentially a demilitarized space in which all forms of

institutionalized authority (political, religious, ethnic and aesthetic) 
have ceased to exist, and more open communities are formed as participants

determine the terms of a social contract.  These new terms are often
dictated by imagination and poetics.  It is crucial to the creation of this
border zone that we engage in a methodological dialogue with other artists
working in parallel fields.  I wish to test my new ideas in dialogue with
choreographer Jess Curtis and his colleagues in Gravity. Jess and I have
known each other and performed in many of the same festivals, in the US and
abroad, for 20 years.  I hope that “Dances for Non-Fictional Bodies” will
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be the beginning of a more formalized and focused long-term working
relationship. 

I view my role in this project as a morphing and hybrid one: 25%
dramaturge, 25% intellectual DJ, 25% writer and 25% co-director. 

Ethnicity Chicano/Mexicano

Gender Male

Birth Date 00/00/00

Sample #1

Media Type Written sample, uploaded

Title of Sample In Defense of Performance

Year Sample Created 2004

Description This essay/chronicle on performance demonstrates the critical and
theoretical expertise with which Guillermo Gomez Peña will address
his role as dramaturgical and conceptual collaborator on the proposed work.

Upload Sample Uploaded file of type: doc

[View this work sample]

Sample #2

Media Type DVD

Title of Sample Homo Fronterizus

Year Sample Created 2008

Description This work sample is in fact a performance/video work created by Lead Artist
Guillermo Gomez -Peña in collaboration with video artist Gustavo
Vasquez.  The sample exemplifies the kind of cross-disciplinary,
politically vibrant provocation that Gomez-Peña  will engage in with
Gravity in his role as dramaturge.

Chapter or Cue Point Select Menu item -Homo Fronterizus-

Project Budget

Expenses:

$13,000.00: Expense: Admin / Publicity: Project Administration

$1,150.00: Expense: Admin / Publicity: Administration Supplies/Costs

$4,550.00: Expense: Admin / Publicity: Design,Printing,Postage,Distribution

$27,600.00: Expense: Admin / Publicity: Marketing/Publicity

$3,000.00: Expense: Admin / Publicity: PR Consultant

$3,000.00: Expense: Admin / Publicity: Tour Marketing

$30,000.00: Expense: Other: In-kind Personnel Costs

$40,700.00: Expense: Other: Travel/Visas

$25,000.00: Expense: Production: Guillermo Gomez-Peña Fee

$25,000.00: Expense: Production: Gravity Choreographer/Director Fee

$70,500.00: Expense: Production: Gravity Performer/Collaborator Fees

$14,000.00: Expense: Production: Tech & Design Personnel

$19,500.00: Expense: Production: Space Rental

$7,500.00: Expense: Production: Set/Costumes/Props/Supplies/Equip Rental

$4,900.00: Expense: Production: Documentation

 

Expenses Total: $289,400.00

Income:

$24,500.00: Income: Anticipated / Pending: Foundation Support
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$25,000.00: Income: Anticipated / Pending: Comissioning Fees, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts

$10,000.00: Income: Anticipated / Pending: Co-commissioning Funds

$30,000.00: Income: Anticipated / Pending: Govt Grant (local and Federal)

$8,100.00: Income: Anticipated / Pending: Workshop tuitions/Teaching Fees

$5,000.00: Income: Anticipated / Pending: Individual Contributions

$16,800.00: Income: In-Kind: Rehearsal & Theater Space

$30,000.00: Income: In-Kind: Personnel Costs

$20,000.00: Income: In-Kind: Marketing/Publicity

$45,000.00: Income: MAP Request: MAP Request

$75,000.00: Income: Secured: Gerbode CA Collaborators Grant

 

Income Total: $289,400.00

Budget Notes GENERAL PROJECT BUDGET NOTES:  
1) Attentive readers of this project budget may be concerned that it is 
larger than Gravity's current total annual budget.  Please note that

this project budget is spread over two fiscal years.  One-fifth of this 
budget is reflecting anticipated in-kind support, and the increase in 
project size/scope is fairly consistent with Gravity's history of 
growth to date. 

2) The timeline for the development of this project also includes the 
creation and presentation of residency activities and performances that 
will take place internationally.  For accounting clarity we have not 
included the costs or income from these activities in this project budget.

We will be happy to discuss the details and or ramifications of this in
detail if it is helpful. 

EXPENSE: PRODUCTION 
[1] Guillermo Goméz-Peña Fee specified by Gerbode CA
Collaboration Award 
[2] Ensemble choreographer/director (Jess Curtis) Fee specified by Gerbode
CA Collaboration Award. 
[3] 6 performer/collaborators x $500 x 16 weeks rehearsal; 1 week theater +
2 week installation; $500 x 20 member Community Chorus; $3500 Teaching fees

[4] Technical Director Fee + Lighting Designer Fee + Costume Designer Fee

[5] $2,700 rehearsal space rental; $4,800 in-kind rehearsal space (YBCA
& UC Davis); $12,000 in-kind Theater space (UC Davis) 
[7] $300 photographer per event fee x 3; Video, two camera rate @ $500 per

shoot x 5; Flat fee of $400 for video editing x 3; $300 duplication costs

EXPENSE: ADMIN/PUBLICITY 
[1] 480 hrs x $25/hr + $1,000 fee for attorney & accountant consultants
(based on previous project costs). 
[2] Office Supplies,Copies, Postage, Insurance (25% of annual liability
premium). 
[3] Design fees and Printing cost for posters, post cards, club cards,
& various display ads; 10,000 post cards & 2,500 posters; 2,000
posters @ $.60 per unit, 4,000 post cards @ $.25 per unit, $250 for flyer
distribution 
[4] 1 week SF Chronicle Pink Section $3,000; 2 weeks SF Bay Guardian
$2,000; 
various smaller/neighborhood papers $2,000; $600 web design and
hosting($500 package design fee for web page display, Pop-up, E-mail PDF +
$100 dedicated Project Website); $20,000 in-kind marketing/publicity (YBCA)

[5] Overall project press liaison and marketing consultant 
[6] Travel subsidy fund for invited presenters 

EXPENSE: OTHER 
[1] YBCA & UC Davis (Tech, Admin and Front of House Personnel) 
[2] $9,600 in airfare (4 international artist, Europe to SFO @ $1,200 on 2

occasions); $500 in ground (airport transport, misc taxi); $1,000 in cargo;

$9,600 in accommodations ; $15,600 in per diem; $4,400 Estimated visa admin
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costs w/ expediting based on previous experience with pro bono attorney. 

INCOME: ANTICIPATED/PENDING 
[1] Fleischacker ($5K), Hewlett($25K), Irvine($20K), NDP ($35K), Osher
($5K), Wattis ($50K), Zellerbach($7.5K) proposals pending or planned. 
[2] Performance Fee YBCA based on current discussions. 
[3] Currently seeking commissioning partners. In conversation with with 
Fabrik, Potsdam, Germany; Theatre de Cahan, France SIN theater CounterPULSE

San Francisco, Seeking NDP presenting partners through YBCA partnership. 
[4] We anticipate applying to the following: SF Arts Commission OPG/IAC 
$10-20K,   SF Hotel Tax $10,000 (43% of annual award based on current year

award) SF Arts Commission Art on Market St. $7,500, NEA $10,000 based on 
previous awards. 
[5] $300 x 12 participants in 1 week intensive, $50*10 for weekend
workshop; Ancillary residencies, UCBerkeley, CSU East Bay, Berkeley High,
School of the Arts etc. $50/hr for 100 hours 
[6] Due to the current economic conditions we anticipate prioritizing 
individual contributions for operational, rather than project-based 
expenses in the coming year. 

INCOME: IN-KIND 
[1] $4,800 in rehearsal space via YBCA & UC Davis; $12,000 in-kind 
Theater space via UC Davis 
[2] $20,000 in Tech Personnel and $10,000 in Admin and Front of House 
Personnel via presenting partner YBCA 
[3] Marketing and publicity via commissioning partner YBCA 

Copyright © 2005-2009 Multi-Arts Production Fund
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